ON THE LINE

Arlanza: March 5, 12-4pm
La Sierra: April 16
Casa Blanca: May 21
For more information see: ontheline.ucr.edu

Can Laundry be beautiful? Meaningful? What might clothes hanging on a line teach us about wealth, poverty or our relationship to the environment? What about the relations between men and women, or across cultures or generations?

The artists, dancers, musicians and spoken word performers of "On the Line" began exploring these questions in 2013. Their exhibition and performances at the Brandstater and Afterimage galleries in Riverside encourages audiences to share their thoughts and memories. The archive of their stories inspired new art, dance, music and spoken word performance.

In Spring 2016 the artists of On the Line celebrate new legislation that makes clotheslines legal across the state with three outdoor exhibitions and performances at Branches of the Riverside Public Library.

This program is made possible by a Grant from the National Endowment of the Arts with the support of the Riverside Public Library, The University of California, Riverside and the Riverside Arts Council.